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HARMONIC TERMINATION

We were all created unique individuals with different goals.
We came from diversified poles, to unite our souls, in the face of loneliness, happiness, selfishness, ugliness, and sinfulness.

We've got melancholy days but more joyful ones.
In dark, sunny days we look for each other's consideration, compassion, conciliation and conviction: to guide one another to our mutual Wound Healer.

Mary Schuldheisz

UNTITLED

Can it stand alone on its own two feet or is it one that I must repeat a second time or even thrice—maybe the rhyme is not so nice

But I cannot write without the rhyming even to spite the judge whose styling likes an unrhymed essay better than my timed and cedenced letter

Yet it hurts to know that another word besides my own has been preferred and to wonder if, perhaps, he chose the other because it was prose

Lorien M. Edman
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